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Introduction:  Complex chemical networks are now rou-

tinely used in both molecular clouds and protoplanetary 

disks. We now apply these networks to follow the generation 

and convection of oxygen isotopes induced by photodissoc-

iation of CO isotopes and subsequent fractionation via the 

“self shielding” mechanism (Lyons & Young [1]). As an 

important outcome of this work, we can relate the generation 

of C16O, C17O , and C18O isotopes in the “hot zone” of the 

outer disk to the inner disk near the denser midplane where 

condensation of planetary material is most likely. Thus, the 

well known mass independent fractionation curve from me-

teoritic data is related to conditions in the tenuous photodis-

sociation region of a protoplanetary disk.  

We consider both chemical in-place computations and a 

new convection model to show how mass independent frac-

tionation occurs in the disk and how it migrates throughout 

the disk region. 

Chemical and Dynamic Models:  The equations go-

verning integrated chemistry/transport/viscous heating are 

quite complex. We use a numerical scheme that not only 

simplifies the process, but allows for the use of higher reso-

lution numerical algorithms. For example, a typical chemical 

network that includes all of the solar system elements and 

isotopic reactions involves 546 species and 7603 equations 

which is a significant computational task [2]. We simplified 

the network to include only the relevant species and asso-

ciated isotopes and reduced the network to S = 264 species 

and R = 2610 chemical reactions. A separate dynamic model 

is used to predict the baseline thermodynamic environment 

for the chemical calculations. The disk turbulence is ad-

dressed with the “beta” viscosity model based on Richard & 

Davis [3] and radiative heating is considered following the 

procedure used by Dullemond et al [4]. 

 

 
Fig 1. Region of enhanced isotopic fractionation in the 

disk. 

Isotope Transport:  Figure 1 shows the region of high 

isotopic fractionation with an in-place computation Mass 

conservation of S species involving R chemical reactions 

including convection to augment the in-place computation is 

the barycentric mass conservation equation for species cs [5]: 
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c t v c l R where the rhs represents 

the chemistry source term summed over all reactions and v is 

the dynamic velocity field as depicted in Fig 2. The transport 

equation is solved using a “time-splitting” 2-step algorithm 

where in step 1 the species is convected over a time dt (lhs of 

the equation) along the previously computed particle path l 

and in step 2 the indicated species is generated/extinguished 

according to the sign of the rhs. The process is repeated at 

each time step giving a space-time history of the isotope-

species migration. 

 

 
Fig 2. The barycentric velocity field induced by the 

baseline disk from the dynamic model 

 

This paper will investigate the isotopic fractionation of 

in-place chemical reactions starting from elemental chemical 

composition (the final result as shown in Fig 1) and the ef-

fect of the approximate barycentric velocity (Fig 2) by con-

vecting this partitioned isotopic pattern to enable highly 

fractionated oxygen isotopes to migrate towards the disk 

inner region where gas/dust/condensate coagulation form 

solar system objects. 
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